2000 PIAA AAA BOYS' SINGLES TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIP

Sarni Tennis Complex, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania

Friday, May 26  
1-1 Cliff Nguyen-12-North Penn

3-3 Joe Yeckley-12-Dallastown

6-1 Leland Tien-11-State College

7-2 Chris McCoy-11-Cent. Catholic

11-1 Sean Montgomery-11-E. Stroudsburg

1-3 Rubens

1-3 Josh Rubens-11-Lower Merion

2-1 Joe Nielsen-10-Delaware Valley

3-2 Bristow

3-2 Paul Bristow-10-Cumb. Valley

Saturday, May 27

1-1 Nguyen 6-0, 6-1

6-7, 6-2

7-5, 6-2

Winner of Match #13

Winner of Match #14

Friday, May 26

Jim Crowell-11-Upper St. Clair 7-1

Brandon Carter-10-Unionville 1-4

Devon Peightal-10-Cath. Prep 10-1

Matt Guyton-11-Dubois Area 9-1

Rajeev Emany-11-Wilson 3-1

Emany 3-1

6-2, 6-4

7-5, 6-4

Schwandt 1-2

6-0, 6-0

Derek Schwandt-11-Unionville 1-2

Wednesday, May 26

1-1 Cliff Nguyen 6-0, 6-3

2000 PIAA AAA Boys' 
Singles Champion

Rajeev Emany 3-1

2000 PIAA AAA Boys' Singles 3rd Place

Wilson Championship Tennis Balls™
"OFFICIAL BALL" OF THE PIAA CHAMPIONSHIPS